
TEN2TWO: EXPERTS IN FLEXIBLE WORKING RECRUITMENT

Flexible 
and proud
Commentary from businesses in 
the Kent region who are proudly 
changing the way we work...  
every day.
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“We’ve helped 
hundreds of 
clients recruit 
flexibly...”

At Ten2Two Kent and Bromley we 
specialise in helping businesses 
recruit part-time and flexible full-time 
professionals. We have built a unique 
professional community seeking flexible 
and part-time roles in the Sevenoaks, 
Tonbridge, Tunbridge Wells, Orpington 
and Bromley area.

We’ve changed attitudes and approaches to  
part-time and flexible working. We work with 
businesses to help them understand the benefits 
of employing a flexible workforce, offering support 
and services to make flexible working a reality 

Companies we have worked with tell us how  
part-time and flexible working brings lots of 
benefits such as cost savings, high level skills  
and loyal employees. Here, some of theses 
businesses tell, in their own words, their  
flexible working stories.

Employing flexibly

We hope you’re inspired  
by their examples...
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Attract excellent talent
Offering flexibility opens up a wider talent pool
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Over the last few years 
Cobwebb has seen 
significant business growth 
which requires an increase 
in the team. We saw the 
need for specific skills but 
recognised this did not 
necessarily fit the traditional 
9-5 working model. 
After a careful selection process, and 
open flexible working policy we are 
delighted to now have several members 
of the team in operational and senior 
management roles working flexibly.  
This kind of flexible approach has 
fostered a culture of trust where staff 
are measured on output not hours in the 
business. Happy employees stay, and 
we are proud to have a team who have, 
in the majority, been with us for many 
years. It has also proved to be a great 
part of our employer brand strategy, 
meaning we attract great talent based 
on the culture of the business.
Barnaby Webb, Director, Cobwebb Communications
www.cobwebb.co.uk

 

“Happy employees stay, and we are proud to have a team who have,  
in the majority, been with us for many years...”

AV is a well-established firm. They have a 
diverse award-winning team, and, unusually 
for this industry, they have a female majority  
in the advisor team. They have a niche  
area of work which is specialist financial  
life planning for female divorcees.
This has been achieved by embracing flexible 
working and they say it’s essential to attracting  
the best talent in this competitive talent market.

Delivering excellent client service is always their 
priority but their relaxed approach to work – 
including an office dog called Finn, combined  
with technological advances, means that many 
of the team work remotely and differently to a 
traditional working week.

Richard Randall, Business Development Manager,  
AV Trinity Financial Planners
www.avtrinity.com

“We see flexible 
working as  
a necessity  
to retaining  
good talent...”

We see flexible working 
as a necessity to retaining 
good talent. It is something 
we have seen more and 
more requests for over  
the last few years. 
We have always tried to accommodate  
flexible working requests ensuring it makes 
good business sense but also to satisfy  
the growing demand of our employees. 
We acknowledge more could be done to 
integrate a more open flexible working policy 
to attract more skill into the business. 

David Gurton, Director,  
Caxtons Chartered Surveyors
www.caxtons.com

Essential flexible worker skills:

Effective time management 

Organise and prioritise work

Good  communication skills

Manage  expectations
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Development of home-grown talent is an 
integral part of progression within ‘Blends 
for Friends’ business. Today the team has 
grown with this investment in people, it 
was necessary to add an experienced HR 
executive to help with the integration of new 
software.Whilst it was important to find the 
right person the role did not require someone 
working in a traditional 9-5 pattern. 
30% of the team are already working part-time 
hours so this was not a new concept to the business, 
with 80% of the workforce taking advantage of the 
flexible working policies already in place. Ten2Two 
were able to introduce Sarah to the business, an 
experienced HR executive. Sarah works approximately 
three days per week with some ability to flex this  
when required.

Alex Probyn, Founder ‘Blends for Friends’  
global tea manufacturer. 
www.blendsforfriends.com

CooperBurnett has always strived to be accommodating with 
employees who have requested flexible working. They have seen 
an increase in flexible working requests since it became a legal 
obligation, and perhaps some of that is down to Victoria’s example.
Victoria is a senior partner who qualified with the firm 20 years ago. During this time she has 
started a family and been able to work flexibly throughout. When her children were pre-school 
age she worked in the office three or four days a week with the other days as flexi days, 
managing her workload around this.
Victoria Sampson, Senior Partner, Cooper Burnett Law 
www.cooperburnett.com

“We believe we have a great talent pool in the business enabling us to  
achieve such high standards, something we may not have achieved  
had we been less flexible in our approach...” Alex Probyn, Blends for Friends.

say flexible working 
boosts their job 
satisfaction

say it improves their 
work-life balance

would take a pay cut 
to work from home

would take a pay cut 
to avoid commuting

Flexible workers are 
happy workers...

Engage and retain employees
Offering flexibility means happy people stay

As an employer, Sleeping Giant Media has recognised that it’s Giants are its 
biggest assets and, as such, being an outstanding employer is a focus of the 
business. Our mission is to ‘Delight our clients by empowering our people’  
and this can only truly be achieved by being a truly flexible employer, that  
has empowerment and engagement at the heart of all initiatives.

“We’ve empowered people to really take their progression into their own hands, 
and it’s been hugely successful both for our team and our business...”

We always say - it doesn’t matter if you’re an apprentice 
or a CEO - your opinion matters. If there’s a better way of 
doing something, if we’re missing something, if there are 
opportunities, we want to hear about it! Managers would rather 
be wrong and have a successful outcome from it than have 
people telling them it’s fine and remain where we are. 

As a part of that we absolutely admire and encourage anyone who  
tries to better themselves; part of our model is to continue growing, 
both as a business and individuals. We have training twice a week 
- either on new things or refreshing on old things. We ask people to 
attend events - both conferences and networking. We bring in external 
trainers for soft skills like managing pressure, power of positive thinking, 
managing change, the benefits of sleep; and as we always promote 
from within, any time someone becomes a manager, they’re put on  
a year-long course to help develop their skills.

We also have a library of books on techniques, on management  
styles, on personal growth, on gardening! We have audiobooks,  
we have recommended TED Talks. Every Giant has at least 20%  
of their time focused on non-client work so they can take the time  
for bettering themselves. 

Through engaging our staff in this way, we’ve had great team  
members stay on with us even after moving abroad, and other  
Giants have developed 3 new service offerings that both satiate  
them in their goals and have become profitable for the business.  
It really is a win-win situation.

As an example of an initiative that we feel empowers and embraces 
our view on flexibility as well as giving autonomy, that has had a direct 
team and business benefit, take our ‘Unlimited Holiday’ policy. Giants 
in the business can book an unlimited amount of annual leave, as long 
as some set criteria are met, for example, the taking of holiday will not 
negatively impact the business, team or personal performance. 

This is our 3rd year of running the initiative and it has delivered some 
fantastic outcomes, more holiday overall, however, less impact on  
team and business capacity, as we all take responsibility for ensuring 
we are considerate with our holiday activity and are not fighting to fit 
it in within the more traditional holiday calendar, booking it in advance 
and taking ownership of it.

Anthony Klokkou, Managing Director, Sleeping Giant Media
www.sleepinggiantmedia.co.uk

 

“Flexibility is great,  
but for it to be  
truly empowering  
it needs to  
be sustainable...”
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Outcome not hours
A focus on output rather than presenteeism reaps rewards

Paul is a dedicated family man and keen golfer, so he really 
understands the desire for flexible working from his team.  
They have a great forward-thinking approach to flexible  
working at Hilden Park and many of the team work this way.
One example is that, they acknowledge that there are timelines and deadlines within their  
processes but, they’ve identified that some parts of the process can be performed outside of the 
traditional 9-5. Paul advocates that flexibility has to work both ways though and there are some  
crunch points in the financial year where employees need to be flexible too.

Their flexible approach, Paul believes, has helped with employee well-being, and means they  
don’t have high levels of absenteeism.

Paul Matthews, Managing Director, Hilden Park Accountants
www.hildenparkaccountants.co.uk

Get Fruitful Marketing generates 
flexible and fulfilling opportunities 
for our handpicked team of 
marketing specialists. When 
delivering strategies and 
campaigns for our clients, we 
focus on maximising return on 
investment, so we’re always 
thinking about the value we are 
creating rather than just about 
the hours we need to put in. 
Most of our work is priced accordingly, on a 
project or programme basis, rather than an hourly 
or daily rate. We partner with people who are 
also happy to collaborate in this way – working 
with clearly defined objectives, timescales and 
budgets which may have input at any time of 
the day (or night!) that suits our team members’ 
preferred working hours.

Some people are naturally more creative and 
produce their best work first thing in the morning, 
others late in the evening. Time away from 
the desk can also bring lightbulb moments, 
such as while you’re out on a walk or taking 
inspiration from juggling other projects. I’m a 
firm believer that work is ‘something you do’, 
and doesn’t need to be a ‘place you go’. This 
allows us to literally ‘think outside the box’ of a 
traditional office environment, bringing a wider 
perspective and range of inspiration sources. 
It’s the quality of our creative and strategic 
thinking that matters most, not hours 
worked, or where we work them.

Anwen Cooper, Director, Get Fruitful Marketing Ltd 
www.fruitfulmarketing.co.uk

Three critical factors to successful  flexible working are:

The design  
of the role

Ensure the clients 
needs are met

Include all  
of the team

“...Time away from the desk can  bring lightbulb moments...”

“We’ve empowered people to really take their progression into their own hands, 
and it’s been hugely successful both for our team and our business...”

Happy people 
EQUAL

happy clients

“We’re always  
thinking about 
the value we are 
creating rather than 
just the hours we 
need to put in... ”
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Help to grow
Flexible employees offer a cost-effective route to growth

 

Understanding the business challenge at Afia
With a shift in the market, it was imperative that they were accessing the most cost effective materials without  
compromising their excellent reputation for quality goods.
Nick needed someone with a critical analytical eye who could identify areas where they could improve practices and 
procedures, as well as strategically reviewing the purchase ordering and forecasting system. They also needed someone  
who could identify purchase patterns and behaviour that could be streamlined or made more efficient. Full-time hours  
weren’t necessarily required, but the level of professional skills were.

Flexible workers fill the skills gap
It wasn’t proving easy for the business to find someone with a unique set of professional skills in Kent like this, but luckily,  
they received a recommendation for Ten2Two’s flexible recruitment agency. It soon became apparent that the role would  
only require 15 hours per week. Ten2Two met with Nick to get a better understanding of the problems the business was 
facing. It wasn’t long before we were able to introduce them to Tracey.

Tracey had come from a supply chain background with 15 years’ experience in inventory analysing and purchase  
forecasting. She had been made redundant from her last position and was looking for something where she could  
work flexibly with a local growing company – somewhere she could add value but with the flexibility she required.

“In fact, due to this positive experience, we have restructured the business and now offer 
all our team the opportunity to work flexible hours, from home or the office. Our productivity  
has increased sharply, the commitment and enthusiasm from everyone is noticeably higher  
and we are all happier and a good deal less stressed.”

Nick Kelly Managing Director Afia   www.afia.org

As an employer and company 
owner, growing my business 
at Watermark Homes poses 
numerous challenges. One 
of these challenges involves 
recruiting employees with the 
relevant skills and experience and 
the necessary mindset to adapt to 
working flexibly and dynamically 
in roles which are, by necessity, 
continually evolving.  

While I was keen on growing my team, I had doubts 
about whether I had enough work to justify a full-time 
employee. I was so impressed by the calibre of the people 
I interviewed that I ended up employing two of them, 
rather than ‘just’ the one addition I originally had in mind.

As it turns out, both employees have been wonderful 
additions to the company and have contributed 
incalculably and in immensely varied, exciting and 
interesting ways. I never fully appreciated the quality and 
depth of underutilised workforce talent and expertise 
that exists in women (predominantly, I imagine) who 
desire to work and to use their skills and to do so in a 
manner which allows them to simultaneously navigate 
the responsibilities of parenthood and family life. 

John Friis, Managing Director & Co Founder,  
Watermark Homes 
www.watermarkhomes.co.uk

The Monkey Music franchise offers a truly flexible business 
opportunity. Engineered by founder and CEO, Angie Coates, the 
aim from the outset was to create a full-time career opportunity  
for working parents who, like Angie, wanted to work flexible hours. 
Having worked both as a touring musician and as Head of Music in a prep school, Angie had experienced 
first-hand the limitations of non-flexible contracts which would often make life stressful as a working parent 
juggling priorities.

Angie pledged to build a family friendly business which had flexibility at its very heart. Being a Monkey Music 
franchisee is a full-time role but with it comes genuine flexibility. All franchisees run a proven and successful business 
model whilst having the freedom to manage their own time-frame. 

Each franchisee is supported by the Head Office Support Team, whose working hours are also accommodated to 
be flexible, ensuring a truly holistic approach to Angie’s vision of a full-time, flexible career path for everyone in the 
Monkey Music family. This flexible approach to the business has helped Monkey Music grow; with a long-standing 
reputation for supportive management and its creative vision, the business model allows its franchisees to enjoy 
both their work and their play in equal measure. 

Monkey Music   www.monkeymusic.co.uk/franchise

“...This flexible approach to the business  
has helped Monkey Music grow...”

Work-life balance: Popular working formats:

Part-time day 
(e.g reduced hours every day)

Part-time week
(e.g three full days a week)

“... I never fully appreciated the quality and depth 
of underutilised workforce talent...”
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Ten2Two is a pioneering recruitment
consultancy that helps businesses of all
sizes find affordable, talented, high-calibre
professionals who can work flexibly.
 
Founded in 2007 it was among the first companies  
to recognise and respond to the growing business 
need for a flexible and part-time recruitment agency
driven by the changing landscape of the workplace.
As experts in the field of flexible working they also
work with businesses of all sizes consulting on how
to implement flexible working successfully.

Find out more:
Andrea Starbuck
Ten2Two, Kent & Bromley
T: 01732 759 849  
E: andrea@ten2two.org

www.ten2two.org
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